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Abstract—The performance of millimeter-wave (mmWave) ra-
dio systems depends on accurate knowledge of mmWave phased
array multi-beam patterns. However, the conventional antenna
pattern measurement methods are inefficient for mmWave multi-
beam measurements. To solve the problem, a fast multi-beam
reconstruction method has been proposed in the literature.
Based on that, this paper conducts an efficient multi-beam
pattern measurement campaign for a practical 4 × 4 mmWave
phased array antenna-in-package (AiP). The measurement results
show that the element patterns of an active phased array AiP
measured in the on-off and all-on modes might differ, especially
for large-scale arrays. Furthermore, the reconstructed array
multi-beam patterns by the proposed method are compared
with the conventional compact antenna testing range (CATR)
measurement data. The all-on reconstructed array multi-beam
patterns matches better with the target array patterns than the
on-off reconstructed array patterns.

Index Terms—Antenna measurement, beam-steering, element
pattern, millimeter-wave (mmWave) phased array, multi-beam.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave (mmWave) phased arrays have been widely

employed in mmWave communication systems due to their

capability to generate a beam of radio waves that can be

electronically steered to different directions [1]. The over-the-

air (OTA) conformance test of mmWave phased arrays with

integrated antenna-in-package (AiP) design in 5G mmWave

user equipment (UE) and base station (BS) devices is a

mandatory requirement according to 3GPP specifications [2]–

[4]. For the testing, a precise characterization of the device

performance under far-field conditions is necessary. In partic-

ular, the antenna pattern and key parameters of the antenna

pattern, e.g. main beam, sidelobes, and nulls, are crucial to

the performance of radio systems. Moreover, the knowledge

of antenna array element pattern can provide insights to the

phased array design and development.

The literature has a thorough investigation of the conven-

tional antenna pattern measurements with various antenna

ranges [5]–[9], which are inefficient for the multi-beam mea-

surements of mmWave beam-steerable phased arrays [10].

Reference [10] has proposed a fast multi-beam pattern recon-

struction method for mmWave phased arrays. The proposed

method can rapidly reconstruct the multi-beam patterns of

phased array based on the measured element patterns. Dif-

ferent from the conventional element pattern measurement

where each element is excited individually (i.e. in an on-

off mode), the proposed method retrieves the element pattern

in the normal all-on working mode of phased arrays (i.e.

with all elements excited). In [11], all element patterns in a

hybrid beamforming array are simultaneously obtained using

an orthogonal code-based measurement method. An extra

pulse generator with multiprobe is used for coding and needs

to be integrated into the measurement system, which is more

complicated than the conventional antenna measurement facil-

ities. More importantly, the method in [11] requires individual

array element ports connected to the pulse generator, which

can be applied only in digital and hybrid beamformed arrays.

Similar work was reported in [12], which only works for

antenna systems with digital beamformer structure. For the

array with a hybrid beamforming structure, the element pattern

in an analog beamformed sub-array still cannot be obtained.

Compared with [11], reference [10] is focused on pattern

measurement methods applicable for analog structure, though

its principle can be directly applied for digital and hybrid

structures.

Based on [10], this paper conducts an efficient multi-beam

pattern measurement campaign for mmWave phased arrays.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the measurement setup utilized in the measurement campaign

is described. The measurement procedures are compared be-

tween the conventional and the proposed methods in Section

III. Measurement results are shown in Section IV. Section IV

concludes the paper finally.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

In the measurement campaign, a 4×4 mmWave phased array

AiP described in [13] was used. Based on a standard compact

antenna testing range (CATR) setup at Aalborg University,

Denmark, the multi-beam pattern measurement method pro-

posed in [10] was validated by a measurement campaign in this

paper. The AiP and the CATR setup operate from 26.5 GHz

to 29.5 GHz, and from 6 GHz to 60 GHz, respectively. An

anechoic chamber, a feed antenna, a reflector, and a turntable

are mainly included in the CATR setup.

The measurement setup composed of the AiP and the CATR

setup is shown in Fig. 1. With the polarization of feed antenna

and AiP aligned, the AiP was placed in the quiet zone of the

CATR setup where the far-field plane wave condition is satis-

fied. The transmission S-parameter measurements between the

feed antenna port and the AiP port were conducted via a vector

network analyzer (VNA). With the AiP operating in receive
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Fig. 1. A photograph of measurement setup in a CATR chamber. The VNA
and a computer installed with the control program are outside the chamber.

mode, the transmit and receive ports of VNA were connected

to the feed antenna port and the AiP port, respectively. The S-

parameters in different far-field observation directions of the

AiP were recorded with the AiP rotation in the CATR setup.

Conventionally, the element and array patterns were recorded

by the S-parameters that are directly measured in the on-

off mode and the all-on mode, respectively. In the proposed

method in [10], however, the S-parameters measured in the

all-on mode were used to retrieve the element pattern without

turning on and off elements.

III. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The AiP antenna configuration is a 4 × 4 uniform rectan-

gular array (URA) that consists of 4 horizontal 1 × 4 ULAs

distributed in the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 1. In the

following measurement campaign, the ULA marked in Fig. 1

and URA were independently investigated for 7 beams with

horizontal beam-steering angles 0◦, ±17◦, ±35◦, and ±59◦,

as an example.

A. Conventional Pattern Measurement

Conventionally, the AiP element pattern and array pattern

were directly measured at 28 GHz in the standard CATR setup

where a constant step of 1◦ was used to rotate the AiP in a

horizontal direction with an azimuth angle from −90◦ to 90◦.

The AiP position shown in Fig. 1 with the broadside direction

pointing to the CATR reflector center was indicated by the

azimuth angle of 0◦. After the entire horizontal rotation of

AiP has been completed, a horizontal pattern cut over azimuth

angles inside [−90◦, 90◦] has been recorded. The 4 and 16
element patterns in the ULA and URA without beam-steering

were directly measured with one element activated each time

while the others deactivated, respectively, i.e. the conventional

on-off measured element patterns. The target array patterns for

comparison were directly measured in the all-on mode of both

arrays steered to 7 beams (i.e. 0◦, ±17◦, ±35◦, and ±59◦).

B. Proposed Pattern Measurement

The system hardware used for the proposed pattern mea-

surement is the same as for the conventional measurement.

Instead, a constant step of 5◦ was used to rotate the AiP in a

horizontal direction with an azimuth angle from −90◦ to 90◦.

Assuming AiP elements with initial phase shift settings of 0◦

at each azimuth angle, 5 and 17 S-parameter measurements

for 5 and 17 extra phase shift settings of elements according

to [10] were recorded for the ULA and URA, respectively.

After the measurements of S-parameters for all azimuth angles

has been completed, the element patterns measured in the all-

on mode were obtained, i.e. the proposed all-on measured

element pattern. The array patterns were reconstructed by

summing up the all-on measured element patterns without

and with beam-steering weights for the broadside beam (0◦)

and the steered beams (±17◦, ±35◦, and ±59◦), respectively,

i.e. the all-on reconstructed array patterns. Similarly, the on-

off reconstructed array patterns sum up the on-off measured

element patterns in the conventional measurement. The on-

off and all-on reconstructed array patterns were compared

with the target array patterns measured in the conventional

measurement for validation.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Array Element Patterns

The on-off and all-on measured element patterns with an

angle step of 5◦ are shown in Fig. 2 for both arrays. The

common elements in both arrays (i.e. element index 9, 10, 11,

12 marked in Fig. 1) are investigated, i.e. the on-off measured

element patterns are the same for both arrays since the ULA is

selected from the URA. The element patterns in both arrays are

not smooth, which is different from simulations. This might

be due to the effects of element coupling and amplifiers in

active phased arrays. The element patterns measured in the

on-off and all-on modes of the ULA are matched better than

the URA. One of reasons is that the AiP chip temperature

might be different for the ULA and URA since the number

of activated elements are different between both arrays. The

chip temperature of the ULA with 4 elements activated is

similar to that with one element activated (i.e. the on-off mode,

around 40 ◦C), while the temperature of the URA with 16
elements activated is around 100 ◦C. The temperature affects

the amplifier response in element branches, as discussed in

[13]. Therefore, the element patterns measured in on-off and

all-on modes could be different for an active phased array AiP.

The difference will be larger with the increase of array scale.
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(b) Element 10.
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(c) Element 11.
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(d) Element 12.

Fig. 2. Element patterns measured in the on-off and all-on modes for both arrays.

B. Array Multi-Beam Patterns

The power patterns of the ULA and URA for 7 beams

are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The all-on

reconstructed array patterns matches well with the target array

patterns for both arrays regarding the main beam direction

and power, while the on-off reconstructed array patterns match

well with the target only for the ULA. For example, 1.5-dB

amplitude error between the target and on-off reconstructed

array patterns can be observed in the main beam peak direction

for the broadside beam of URA. It can be found that the on-

off reconstructed array pattern is not the actual array pattern

in the all-on working mode for 7 beams, which emphasizes

the importance of element pattern measurement in an all-on

mode for the efficient multi-beam measurement.

C. Sparse Measurement Sampling

To further demonstrate the efficiency of measurement cam-

paign, the number of sampling angles within [−90◦, 90◦] is

reduced from 181 points with a uniform step of 1◦ to 19

points with a uniform step of 10◦ and to 7 points with a

uniform step of 30◦. Reducing the number of sampling angles

can reduce the number of required mechanical rotations in

the existing hardware setup or reduce the number of required

probes in a multi-probe setup. Taking the URA for example,

the all-on measured element patterns sampled with an angle

step of 10◦ and 30◦ are obtained first, then the sampled

element patterns are interpolated with an angle step of 1◦. In

the end, the beam-steering weights from various beams and

the interpolated element patterns are combined to reconstruct

various array patterns with an angle step of 1◦. The array

patterns reconstructed by 10◦ and 30◦ angle sampling steps

are compared with the target array pattern with an angle

step of 1◦ in Fig. 5 for beams 0◦, −17◦, −35◦, and −59◦,

respectively. The two angle sampling steps achieve the same

main beam pattern as the target for 4 beams, though error

exists in terms of sidelobes and nulls. The errors of sidelobes

and nulls achieved by 10◦ sampling are smaller than those

by 30◦ sampling. Note that a trade off between the sparse
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Fig. 3. ULA pattern comparison between the target and the reconstructed for
7 beams.
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Fig. 4. URA pattern comparison between the target and the reconstructed for
7 beams.
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Fig. 5. URA pattern comparison between the target and the all-on recon-
structed using two element pattern sampling steps for 4 beams.

sampling step and the pattern accuracy should be considered

according to applications. For example, the main beam is the

focus in mmWave UE applications where a sparse angle sam-

pling can be adopted. For those applications where accurate

measurements of sidelobes and nulls are also required, e.g.

mmWave BS, the sampling step will be decreased for more

accurate pattern performance.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an efficient multi-beam pattern measurement

campaign has been presented using a fast multi-beam pattern

measurement method of mmWave phased array antenna sys-

tems. In the measurement campaign, all element complex pat-

terns in practical all-on mode of arrays can be retrieved accu-

rately for multi-beam pattern reconstruction of phased arrays.

Moreover, the multi-beam array patterns can be reconstructed

more efficiently by a sparse sampling of element patterns with

wide beamwidth. For future work, it would be desirable to

extend the measurement method based on a near-field setup

with reduced measurement distance. In this case, the free space

propagation coefficients between array elements and probes

need to be carefully calibrated out from the measured element

fields. Besides, the complex measurement requirement might

be challenging due to the inaccessible antenna connectors and

the difficulties of phase measurement at mmWave frequencies.

Therefore, it would be also desirable to retrieve the element

complex pattern by amplitude-only measurements in practical

mmWave systems.
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